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FOSTEC & Company advises Finexx on the acquisition of 
BeLive by executing a commercial due diligence 
 

 

With the acquisition of BeLive, BioneXX Holding strengthens its interna-

tional expansion. In the context of a commercial due diligence, the Stuttgart-

based strategy consulting boutique FOSTEC & Company advised FINEXX 

GmbH. 

Stuttgart, September 14th, 2021. In August, the Stuttgart-based holding com-

pany BioneXX successfully expanded its innovation power in the nutritional sup-

plements industry with the acquisition of the US-based nutritional supplements 

manufacturer BeLive. Founded in 2017, BeLive had already increased its turnover 

by 165 percent last year and is a top seller on the Amazon marketplace with two 

products for Nutraceutical Gummies. BeLive's products are designed to satisfy 

needs for minerals and trace elements. As the market-leading holding company 

for certified organic & biological nutritional supplements, BioneXX is now planning 

to expand the trend to the German market and add four new products to its port-

folio. 

With this acquisition, the shareholder FINEXX funds the fourth investment of  

BioneXX and the second investment with the support of the strategy consulting 

boutique FOSTEC & Company. As one of the fastest growing companies in Eu-

rope, FOSTEC & Company advised its client FINEXX on the transaction providing 

a commercial due diligence and a comprehensive analysis of the digital value 

chain and e-commerce activities. "We have been able to achieve gratifying growth 

within the BioneXX Group over the past two years. The analyses within the frame-

work of the CDD as well as the developed growth strategy of FOSTEC & Com-

pany have supported us significantly. This has enabled us to expand BioneXX as 

an international competitor, to gain a sustainable foothold in the USA, and to min-

imize risks during the transaction," says Matthias Heining, Managing Director of 

FINEXX GmbH, regarding the cooperation with FOSTEC & Company. 
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* * * 

You can also find this press release on the website  

www.fostec.com/de/mediaroom 

 

About FOSTEC & Company 

FOSTEC & Company is the leading, independent and owner-managed strategy 

consulting boutique with a focus on digitalization and e-commerce. Linked to the 

nucleus of strategy, our range of services includes the development & adaptation 

of customized digital business models, e-commerce distribution strategies and 

the associated digital transformation of companies. As a subsidiary of FOSTEC 

Ventures GmbH, we see ourselves as strategy consultants and entrepreneurs in 

one breath. With our experience from various private equity-funded ventures, we 

not only provide support in strategy development, but also bring our expertise to 

bear in operationalization and implementation. Together with our clients we de-

velop intelligent and practical solutions.  

About BioneXX  

The BioneXX Holding GmbH is a market-leading holding company for certified 

biological and organic food supplements. Through its participations in established 

brands such as GSE Vertrieb, Feelgood Shop, nat4life and FITNE, the holding 

company is very future-oriented with strong innovation potential in product devel-

opment as well as attractive synergy effects and is positioned with an international 

focus. The company, with its headquarters in Stuttgart, was founded in 2018 and 

is managed by Stefan Heuvelmann. 

About FINEXX GmbH  

FINEXX is a Stuttgart-based investment company specializing in investments in 

successful medium-sized companies in German-speaking countries. 
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